Butte College Talks Food 660.21
February 17 from 12:30 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. in the Center for Excellence
The SRC invited Butte College Professors to come together, in TED Talk style, to discuss the diversity, culture, and scale of our global food production. In true TED Talk form, each powerful presentation will be 20 minutes or less.

- Culture Behind Food with Ayse Taskiran
  - A look at how cultures are affected by mechanized and subsidized agriculture.
- Hunger Issues: Threats to Rural Communities of Production with Bruce Hicks
  - As global population grows and land becomes less arable, what food production threats will exist by the year 2050?
- Climate Change and the Impact to Our Food System with Shahroukh Mistry
  - A look at how climate change will affect populations and ecosystems in the future.

North Valley Food Hub: Moving Local Food from Field to Market 660.22
February 17 from 2 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. in the Center for Excellence
The SRC presents Noel Ferdon, Director of the North Valley Food Hub, to discuss our local agriculture system. The North Valley region boasts just over 5,000 farms, 75% of which fit the USDA’s classification of small or medium-sized. “Ag of the middle farms” face unique barriers to growth and profitability; many are too big for only direct markets but too small to meet the demands of wholesale food distribution networks. Ag of the middle farms are key to continued growth of local food systems, and the North Valley Food Hub was launched to help facilitate markets that improve profitability and resiliency for our region’s growers.

The Butler: Film and Follow-up Discussion 660.23
February 4, 2015 from 12p.m. – 2 p.m. in the Culture & Community Center, Swing Space F
This film is loosely based on the real life of Eugene Allen, this film follows Cecil Gaines, an African-American who eyewitnesses notable events of the 20th century during his 34-year tenure serving as a White House butler. A group follow up discussion will follow. This event is part of the CCC Black History Month workshop series.

Poetry Slam Workshop and Slam Competition 660.24
February 17, 2015 from 5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. in the Chico Center Student Lounge, CHC 146
Join us and local poetry legend and two-time National Haiku Champion, Taz, in our “How to Slam” workshop followed by an empowering poetry slam contest featuring poet Jared Paul. Prizes for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. This event is part of the CCC Black History Month workshop series.

African American Family Culture Center Presentation with Director, Bobby Jones 660.25
February 23, 2015 from 10 a.m. – 11 a.m. in the Culture & Community Center, Swing Space F
Learn about the programs and services offered by the AAFCC that help to restore cultural values and identity as well as provide mental health services to families in our surrounding community. Light snacks provided. This event is part of the CCC Black History Month workshop series.

The Legacy of the Black Woman: Black Feminism, Freedom, and the Contemporary Making of the Revolution 660.26
Presenter, Jewel Bachelor, is currently a student at San Francisco State pursuing her Masters in Ethnic Studies, while faithfully working within the field of education at City Arts and Technology High
School. Ultimately, her goal is to continue to work as an educator with the possibility of creating an organization that would give girls of color a space to heal through the tool of writing. This event is part of the CCC Black History Month workshop series.

**Debt Avoidance/Reduction: A Wellness Days Workshop 660.27**
*Facilitated by P. Christensen on Thurs, February 19th from 3-4 in the CFE*
Explore strategies for living well and living within your means.

**Time Management: A Wellness Days Workshop 660.28**
*Facilitated by C. Bantum on Wednesday, Feb. 18, from 11-11:50 in LRC 223*
The Time Management workshop considers how students can better utilize their time through a discussion on goal setting, a review of study habits, and determining how to prioritize the multiple tasks students face on a daily basis.

**Stress Management: A Wellness Days Workshop 660.29**
*Facilitated by C. Bantum on Wednesday, Feb. 18, from 12-12:50 in LRC 223*
The Stress Management workshop looks at the typical stressors college students face, including finances, time, and relationships. Students then discuss stress management tools they can incorporate into their daily lives.

**Emotional Freedom Technique/Empathy Circle: A Wellness Days Workshop 660.31**
*Facilitated by D. McNeal on Wednesday, Feb. 18 from 9:30 to 10:30am in Safe Place (SS A)*
An Empathy Circle is a safe and confidential place to be heard and process what is going on. EFT is a tool similar to acupressure to help relieve stress and trauma. This event will give you an intro to these powerful tools. We will host these classes every week for the semester…come and learn what it’s about!

**Group Dynamics: A Wellness Days Workshop 660.32**
*Facilitated by K. Munson, on Thurs, Feb. 19th from 11 to noon in CC 116*
Learn more about yourself and others through a simple assessment that will help understand and improve the dynamics of working in a group.